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IDEAL INDUSTRIES LIGHTING LLC, DBA CREE LIGHTING

4401 SILICON DRIVE

DURHAM, NC 27703 USA

Emergency Lighting and Power Equipment, Model(s) ST3-RC Series with EM option, ST3-SD Series with EM option, ST3-SF Series with EM option, ST3-SI Series with EM option, ST3-WD Series with EM option, ST3-WI Series with EM option

Emergency Lighting Luminaires, Model(s) S-WR2-20L-30K-10V-EB14, S-WR2-20L-35K-10V-EB14, S-WR2-20L-40K-10V-EB14, S-WR4-40L-30K-10V-EB14, S-WR4-40L-35K-10V-EB14, S-WR4-40L-40K-10V-EB14


LED emergency luminaires, Model(s) AR22 or AR24, followed by 40L or 32L, followed by two numbers, followed by K, followed by an alphanumeric, followed by EB14.

LED emergency luminaires, Model(s) CR-14, CR22 or CR-24, followed by 40L or 32L, 40L-HE, 20L or 22L, followed by two numbers, followed by K, followed by an alphanumeric, followed by EB14.

LED emergency luminaires, Model(s) CR-LE, CR14, CR22 or CR-24, followed by 40L or 32L, 40L-HE, 20L or 22L, followed by two numbers, followed by K, followed by an alphanumeric, followed by EB14.

LED emergency luminaires, Model(s) CR-LE, CR14, CR22 or CR-24, followed by 40L or 32L, 40L-HE, 20L or 22L, followed by two numbers, followed by K, followed by an alphanumeric, followed by EB14.


Surface mount fluorescent luminaires, Model(s) SS0238, followed by 1 or 2, followed by EM, followed by L, with or without suffix letters F or J (when using Bodine Pak No. 870A-CAN).

(#) - where ?X? can be any alpha numeric character that does not affect safety.

($) - where 'XX' may be 10, 15, 20, 30, 40; 'YY' may be 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 90; 'ZZ' may be any number not less than 27.

(&) - where 'XX' may be 11, 15, 24, 34, 42; 'YY' may be 11, 15, 24, 34, 42, 50, 63, 75 and 84; 'ZZ' may be any number not less than 27.

(!) - where y is any alphanumeric character.

+ - where xx is any number times 100.

@ - where w can be any letter.
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The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL's Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Certified and covered under UL's Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.
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